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The first Panel in our Indian Railways was started way back in the early 60s or so. Since then, we have
developed a lot on the functionalities of Panel working; we have accepted the route setting type panels and
further the Electronic Interlocking. The outdoor gears have also changed from old Semaphore type to newer
CLS type, CLS three & four aspect and now the LED lamps, i.e., a lot development in all these have taken place
towards both the route setting and the Signal Display technologies. But strangely, there had been no developments
towards intelligence of Panel, except few cosmetic changes. It is strange that despite so much up-gradation on
the technological front, we have not upgraded the intelligence of Panel system. From PI type systems – which
requires each point to be operated individually, we had gone for RRI – a system, which sets the routes
automatically, ensuring the needed forward/reverse movement of the related points/crossover automatically as
needed, to set the route whose just the top-end buttons are pressed, and not every points need to be operated
individually.

But somehow, we got stuck on the Panel’s intelligence side with this. While the outdoor got tremendously
improved with the LED signal lamps, Universal Point machines & Axle Counters for point zone – the MEACs
& ACBP type Block working. From Central PI/RRI to EI or SSI, we have only changed the electronic methodology
on which the logic will work, while keeping the logics same, depending on the personal judgment of the person
handling the panel, not using the vast resources and artificial intelligence available / can be made available
from the machines / equipments we are using already.

If we spread our spectrum wider, and look around other industries using almost the same type of Panels, one
thing that will immediately strike our mind is use of machine intelligence through the PLC (Programmable
Logic Controller). PLCs are basically a special type of hardware; a unit embedded with EPROMs and having
direction interaction with system “logic and action tree”, so that it may initiate the small actions embedded in
it’s EPROMs directly, without having a need of a Human or an Operator to initiate that ONLY suitable action.

For example, if a PLC is deployed on a panel portion, and its program is defined to keep the temperature of
contents passing on a belt through it to 100O C, and a ventilation/fan hole plug and a water spray plug are
connected to it, the PLC will ensure; even without the need for Human intervention every time; that whenever
the contents passing on the belt below it are having temperature crossing 100O C, the monitoring PLC will
ensure that first the turbo fans re put “ON”, and if even after one minute, the temperature continues to be high,
the water spray jets will also be put on. And all this is accomplished automatically, without even a minutest
need of Human intervention. The above figure may make a more clear perception.

Through there are actuating buttons available on the Control Panel the PLC can be so programmed as to
keep the temperatures on the prescribed written value automatically. In case of their inability in keeping the
same, Alarm button will glow on the panel, also with some Audio Alarm indication to immediately draw
attention of the panel operator towards the situation, and if no activity from the Panel Operator, than the whole
activity stops with the schute of Hot Hopper getting closed by itself, keeping with the axiom that “No action is
better than troublesome action”. This complete working of PLC based panel is thus inherently safe, and without
the chances of mis-happening. The very-very long history of such PLC based panels in all industries by itself
proves the plausity and ease of working of this method.

This methodology is very much pliable for current Railways working, especially in view of the day-of-day
increasing complexities of the operation and increasing sizes and options in the yards. Railways’ own inclination
is towards more and more of automation of the complex processes and use of MIS wherever feasible and
possible. Increasing acceptability and dependability on the BPAC, MSDAC, EI are example of this trend is
signaling and the some desire & satisfaction for & from the MIS, mainly the widely accepted PRIME, AFRES,
MMIS, FOIS, COMIS etc. are a sure indication towards this. From my own experience of using PLCs & PLCs
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based Control Panels in the Control Panels in 1992-93 itself in process plants costing multi-crore rupees then;
I may vouch for their dependability, easy programming & program changing capability and availability in
market and definite usefulness in Railway Panels in present and oncoming future operations strategy of Railways.
Few of the benefits of this system are detailed below for your perusal and making you a strong supporter of this
technology: -

1. Self Decision taking Ability of PLC based Panels and its advantages: The Railways have achieved a great
feat by more and more advancement in the design of it’s operating Panels; from individually operating Points to
Route setting to Electronic Interlocking; from Semaphore to CLS to LED lit CLS etc. We have taken good care
to improve the operational simplicity, to make the Panels’ operations as simple as possible. But I am sorry to say
that we have taken no starting steps towards making the Panel itself more intelligent. We have takes no step to
utilize the intelligence of the machines we can put in there. In view of the speedier developments and increasing
human belief in the intelligence of machines, its time we shall implement at least some simple logic based auto
decision taking or at least most suitable decision prompting for the panel operators. As the newer and more
complex versions of Microprocessors are being discovered day-by-day, we must install at least some minimum
universal logic implementation in the PLC installed in the newer version of proposed panels. The universally
right and unchallengeable policies like “Receive on Main Line if there is no train in last two sections behind or
no speedier traffic in one full section behind” can be framed & put in the ROM of panel to enable it for
intelligent decision making by itself.

As I have stated in the introduction, we can put the normal operational priority programme in the PLC put on
the Home Signal, which will interact with the PLCs of the berthing lines, and will automatically calculate the
line whose Home Signal shall be made “OFF”. A simple binary programme like:

<begin>
# dep. Time = time since train departed from last station #
# std. running time = time taken by an average train in reading up to home #
If dep. Time = 0.75 * standard running time then
If main line track = off then put main line Home Signal = OFF
Else if loop1.track = off then put loop1.home = ON
<End>

But in the PLC will ensure that the panel takes the best decision by itself. If we first want to test and certify
the self-decision making ability of the panel, the methodology is described in point 2 below.

2. Connecting PLC based panels to Central Control for auto-changing the general strategy of Zone/Division in
special cases: This advancement of Panel intelligence by putting an Application logic in the RAM of the PLC
put for the Home Signal, ensures the high machine intelligence put in the machines are also utilized. In the first
phase of the implementation of this system, we may implement only this sort of flashing & proposed-action-
display as a help to the person sitting on Panel Operation; but subsequently we may feed more intelligence in
the panel to act on it’s own, with a superceding switch being available on the panel; by pressing which with a
key/password, the Panel Operator may super cede the panel’s own and set the panel as per his wish. This
“Superceding Switch” may act as turning the panel to manual mode in case of special preference trains or in
case of failure of communication between the specific Panel and the “Central Control & Selection Logic” or
any other special advise of Central control. The proposed action display board can be fit on the panels as station
in the diagram.

After a bit of stabling & acceptance of this kind of Panels, the next phases will off course be decision
centralization & unanimity of decision. We will keep the base logics like “Preference in the sequence of Rajdhani,
Superfast, Express, Passenger, OT, BCN etc.”, “Stopping in loop line” etc. will be fed permanently in the RAM
& corresponding Controlling PLCs. But in the on field working, these priorities keep on changing, and that is
why somewhat responsive controlling is required at stations. Now, to allow for this timely intelligence, and to
keep changing some preferences in special cases like ‘odd hours approaching’, ‘GM/DRM Special’, long handing-
over time available due to early running’ etc., the controlling will be much better, much flexible and much
punctual if at such time, we will send special programs for that station through OFC connectivity to be written
on the EEPROM of corresponding PLC, making the EEPROM more preferential in cases of conflict. These
special programs like “Preference to GM/DRM Special”; “Preference to Up/Down trains generally” etc. can be
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fed to the EEPROM of corresponding PLC.

These will be termed as procedure for temporary changes from the “General Strategy on crossing and
precedence”, and will be stored in S&T Control’s PCs as a standard procedure, to be acted upon after special
requests are made by control in such special cases.

3. Memorizing the failures corrective actions and interaction with Central Control regarding status reporting
(additional facility for Data Logger NW): The purported intelligence of the panel be further utilized by making
a self diagnostic and solution proposing algorithm. Here, in the Central controlling ROM of the panel, we will
build a simple Central controlling Station ROM, which will interact with all PLCs in the panel, judge their
integrity and correctness by pre-fed algorithms, and will judge their integrity based on their responses to pre-
fed programs, and will suggest the appropriate actions, after interacting with the current operation application
fed in the EEPROM and I/O of all other PLCs / Panel indicators. If it finds some alteration (which we can
simply call a “failure”), it will report this to Test Room RAM & simultaneously to the diagnostic operation by
itself. It will also flash the proposed action for remedy of the ongoing problem in the panel interaction display
devise as detailed in the Point – 2 above of simple algorithm will be:

# Algorithm to declare L-L route of Home Signal fail
<begin>
:
:
If route.1.up.home = 1 and ECR.route.1.up.home = 0
Then flash: “Home Signal – route.1 (up) failed”
And route.1.up.home = 0 and route.2.up.home = 1
:
:
<end>

This simple algorithm flashes on the Panel display that Up Home Signal – Route.1 of Up side has failed and
automatically put Route.2 of Up Home Signal to “OFF”, or train receiving mode.

This methodology will not only save the time taken by taking action to put alternative Home Signal to
“OFF”, and save train detention. The failure rectification will also be assisted by such intelligence utilization of
the panel’s intelligence.

This may start a new era in the history of Signaling system improvement in Indian Railways, and the failure
rectification will take a lot less time in rectification and actions will be more directed towards right way and
failure rectification, as the intelligence of machines will also be used to some extent.

4. Auto-movement recording & auto-feed to FOIS records: Another advantage of putting intelligence in the
panel will be that it will automatically do the repetitive / updation tasks, without the need for any human
intervention. For example, a Freight trains details, once fed in the system like FOIS, will continue alongwith
the train with a unique ID marker, which can be put on the formed train in form of an identifier chip which will
be fixed on the last vehicle of the formation. The train can continue it’s journey any where to anywhere in the
train of Indian Railways, and the “Chip Reader”, installed at the first entry point of the yard will reed the
identity of the train load formation by itself, and will feed it to the intelligence of the panel (it’s RAM memory),
which will transmit it to the FOIS application by itself, without any need of again & again feeding of the same
details with formation crossing the new entry yard of FOIS system.
5. Re-grading of operation/maintenance staff in keeping with new equipment to economic staff cost: With
intelligence fed into the panels, we will need more skilled staff to maintain the system in top efficiency; and
with the systems intelligence taking many decisions by itself (flashing the proposed decision first, and then
finally taking decisions like setting of route and giving Signals by automatically, depending on the site condi-
tions (may be over powerable), we may manage with loss skilled and less number of operators for handling the
system. Hence regarding & rationalizing both the operation and maintenance staff will be needed with increas-
ing intelligence of the new proposed panels, which may be decided later on, while finalizing the details of the
system.
6. Repair van for advanced electronic items, short cable laying / jointing etc.: With implementations of this
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proposed system, as well as the previously proposed method of “EI Signal Transmission to end goomtie via
OFC”, previously published in the IRSTE journal etc., we will definitely be in a better and early failure rectifi-
cation mode, if each signal unit in-charge is having a repair van, preferably a Rail-road van with all instruments,
tools and sectional records always available with the unit. This we will keep in all modernization estimates and
shall ensure it’s procurement. This van is specially being discussed as it may contain tools like cable-jointer,
mini autodigging tools, specialist mechanic team for splicing & jointing works etc. This will be a definite
improvement in uptime/ rectification time etc. by deploying this methodology.

I am sure that the described points must have initiated a thought process in you. While the Signal Directorate
& RDSO will be taking action to realize there details, I request the reader to convey his point o view / further
suggestions on this matter to me at my personal e-mail id: lokeshv77@hotmail.com, so that we may further
refine these into a simple executable project, and prove it’s worthiness to all concerned for the betterment of
Railway operations.


